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Colin takes on new role
Prior to coming on to the Employment Hub
programme Colin was unemployed for over
3 years. When he did manage to secure
employment with a local solicitor as a junior clerk
his contract was terminated after 2 months due to it
only being a temporary contract. This left Colin
feeling very insecure and had a huge dent on his
self confidence. He had previously only worked in
data entry via agencies and was really struggling to
find work due to a lack of experience and a lack of
references and despite applying for vacancies he
was struggling to secure any interviews.
Colin was referred to Incommunities by his Job
Centre advisor. He initially attended an assessment
day where he completed a group activity and
literacy and numeracy test and was then invited
back to a recruitment and selection week.
Here, Colin completed a City and Guilds award in
employability skills and was provided support with
acceptable behaviour in the work place as well as
support with interviews. Colin was provided with the
opportunity to meet local employers and was also
provided with a mock interview providing him
feedback on how to improve his interview
techniques.

Colin successfully secured a role at Aspire I as
an admin assistant and was offered a temporary
26 week contract in which he also had the
support of a mentor who he saw on a regular
basis.
The mentor not only assisted him with any work
related issues at Aspire I but also signposted
him to any sustainable employment opportunities. Being a quick learner Colin readily picked
up the role and his hard work and determination
led to him being employee of the month in his
3rd month at work.
As a result of his dedication and ability to work
well both with colleagues and customers Colin
was provided with the opportunity to work with
the customers supporting them with their job
applications and updating of CVs. Not only did
Colins confidence improve significantly but he
also felt a lot happier in himself.
Colin is now employed by Aspire I as a full
time careers coach.
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“I’ d recommend
the Employment
Hub team to
anyone wanting to
build their skills and
improve their job
prospects.”
Colin Williams,
Employment Hub customer

